Northeast Utilities Plans Network Of Electric Car-Charging Stations
by Lynn Doan
	April 8, 2009 (Hartford Courant) - Northeast Utilities is seeking federal funding to become the first utility company to build a large-scale regional network of electric car-charging stations.Berlin-based NU, which owns Connecticut Light & Power Co., announced plans Tuesday to install 575 high-voltage car-charging outlets in Connecticut and Massachusetts over the next two years. The outlets would be in private homes, businesses and public areas.
The $1.4 million pilot program relies largely on a $693,750 grant from the U.S. Department of Energy, which is expected to decide on the funding in June.  Residents and businesses who want the charging outlets would be responsible for the rest of the cost.  NU's plan would make it the first utility to create an interstate network of charging stations. Washington, Oregon and California have been working on a similar plan, including the transformation of I-5 into the country's first "green highway," along which drivers could stop at a series of stations to charge their electric car batteries or fill up with biodiesel, ethanol, hydrogen or compressed natural gas.
"There's a chicken-or-the-egg problem here: People may not buy electric cars if they're worried about where they're going to plug it in," said Jim Robb, NU's senior vice president of enterprise planning and development.  "Utilities are reluctant to build out a network until they know the cars are going to be there. We decided to break the chick-and-the-egg problem to get something started, and we'll see where this goes.”
There are few public charging stations currently available nationwide, most of them in cities that have relationships with car manufacturers and third-party charger companies.  Company officials said Tuesday that the charging outlets are not expected to increase electric rates because charging an electric car is like running a dishwasher. Electric car owners would be encouraged to charge them during off-peak hours, when power is cheaper.
The proposal comes as several manufacturers compete to deliver the first mass-produced electric or plug-in sedan to consumers next year and President Barack Obama pressures automakers to "build the cars of tomorrow.”  General Motors plans to debut its plug-in hybrid Volt in late 2010, and Fisker Automotive Inc. of Irvine, Calif., will start selling its $87,900 Karma sedan early next year.
NU plans to contract an electrician to wire each home or business for a 220-volt line for the garage, where a socket similar to the one for clothes dryers would connect with a special plug designed for continual use. The high-voltage line would allow electric car owners to charge their vehicles in two to three hours.  State Rep. Vickie Nardello, D-Prospect, co-chairwoman of the legislature's energy and technology committee, described NU's plans Tuesday as a "necessary catalyst" and "part of the forward-thinking solutions we must embrace for a viable and sustainable future.”  NU has been working with the Electric Power and Research Institute, a Palo Alto, Calif.-based nonprofit group that conducts research on electricity generation and distribution, to study the impact of plug-in electric vehicles on power utilities and the grid.  The company is looking for ideas on its proposal and ideas for other avenues of funding.
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